
FREERIDER

• Multi-functional sibling pushchair

• Removable second seat

• Usable from birth with our 2-in-1 Carrycot

• Compact folding size

 

 



FREERIDER

MULTIFUNCTIONAL DOUBLE 
STROLLER

An ingenious sibling stroller that can be used 
either for one or two children - a newborn and an 
older child. Also combinable with the separate 
hauck 2 in 1 Carrycot for newborns. Two 
raincovers are already included.

ONE OR TWO CHILDREN?

Should you go out with one child only, you can 
easily remove the second seat with few actions 
and use the Freerider as a single stroller. In case 
you go out with both children you can simply 
reattach the second seat on the chassis.

EASY TO STEER

With its big wheels, the Freerider is comfortable 
to drive even with two children. The front wheel 
can rotate 360° and be locked when needed. The 
closed rear wheels and the overlying guard 
plates prevent your child in the second seat from 
touching the wheels.
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FREERIDER

Freerider - a multifunctional sibling pushchair with removable second seat. Usable for one or two children and combinable with the 
2in1 Carrycot, it can be used for newborns, too. Two raincovers are already included. Profit from fantastic family moments with 
your children from the very beginning!

Convertible. If you want to go out with one child only, you have the option of removing the second seat and use Freerider as a 
single pushchair. When both children accompany you, the second seat is simply reattached.

Lying position. The main seat's backrest can be brought up to the lying position with one hand. The footrest is multi-adjustable, 
too. The second seat's backrest can also be adjusted in a lying position by opening the lateral zip fasteners. In addition, the 
extendable canopy offers best protection against sun, wind and rain. It goes over both children and has lateral windows. If 
needed, the canopy can be partly or completely removed. The padded 5-point harnesses on both seats, the removable front bar 
and the parking brake that acts on both sides keep your little ones safe and sound. The large basket beneath the seat can be 
used for toys, baby equipment or purchases. And what's more: the push handle can be adjusted to your height.

Agile. This tandem pushchair has a swiveling and lockable front wheel that makes it particularly agile. The closed rear wheels and 
the overlying guard plates prevent your child in the scond seat from touching the wheels. Furthermore, this double pushchair is 
also suitable for uneven ground thanks to the wheels' large size and the suspension. Its compact folding size allows you to 
transport it even in smaller cars.

Shipping

• Pushchair

• Raincover

Video

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osG5q0e1KHk

• hauck Youtube Channel

https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids


FREERIDER

Product net weight   14,60 kg  

Dimensions
 

Folded    97 x 61 x 38 cm

Built up    128 x 61 x 112 cm

Lying area    86 x 32 cm

Dimensions backrest    46 x 30 cm

Dimensions seat area    20 x 33 cm

 

Shopping basket Yes

Detachable front bar Yes

Detachable canopy Yes

Suspension Yes

Brake type Combined brake system

Max. load 36 kg

Legrest adjustment 6 x

Canopy type Removable

Harness 5-Point harness

Age information 0 - 36 months

Wheels
 

Swivelling and lockable front wheel(s) Yes

Diameter front/back wheel 23 / 29 cm

Detachable wheels Front and back wheel

Wheel type Plastic wheel

Backrest
 

Backrest adjustment    3 x /98 - 162 °

One-handed backrest inclination Yes

Handle
 

Height-adjustable handle 4 x

Handle height 97 - 112 cm

 


